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Compelling Aspirations
We all have desires to move things forward  

in our schools



Changing What Adults Do
Creating positive educational shifts depend on 
making sustainable changes in adult behaviour



The behaviour gap

Current behaviours 
resulting in current 

outcomes 

Needed behaviours 

to achieve desired 

outcomes

Resistance to 
change



Attune with Empathy
Seeing the required change through the 

lens of the people experiencing it.
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Humans often struggle to do, what they want to 
do, and are capable of doing.



We all demonstrate resistance 
in some contexts



We overlook the potential benefits of harnessing the 
science of behaviour change

Buy-in required for 
the change

Effort required to 
make the change=
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Harnessing insights from behavioural science literature 



Two-step method for educational leaders working to support adult behaviour change

Get Specific Make Things  
Easier 
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Get Specific!
Precisely describe what you really need  

people to do
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“If you can't say it clearly, you don't understand it 
yourself.” 

–John R. Searle
American philosopher



Precisely describe behaviours
Describe broad concepts as desired behaviours



We need to be able to DESCRIBE with precision the 
target behaviours that we feel will lead to the outcomes 
that we want.   

[Note - you are not prescribing, nor ruling out the potential for individual innovation and adaptation] 



Pick the Essential Few
Isolate the behaviours that are feasible and effective



Make Things Easier
Make it easier to do, see and progress
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Make it easier to DO
Reduce the effort required





Make it easier to SEE
Shift what’s normal



Share social proof

I can see this new idea working in my 
unique context.

Harness Behavioural 
Contagion

Shifting social norms



Make it easier to PROGRESS
Harness the power of small wins



Motivation is not a prerequisite to get started. It is often 
a by-product of making small, meaningful progress.  

Focus on making it simple to get started and 
experience progress.

Underlying mechanism 



The fresh start effect
It says that people are better at tackling 
their goals when they start on so-called 
temporal landmarks (i.e. start of the new 
year, the first of the month, beginning/end 
of the week).



Design successful beginnings



Design safe successful starts

-Low stakes and psychologically safe -Easy but meaningful  -Quick wins -Secure a high success rate in the first few 
attempts -Demonstrations, tools and resources 



Can your people say…

"I have had safe opportunities to behave in the new 
way and experience progress.”



Enable resets after lapses



Moving Forward with  
your People

Rethinking how we respond to resistance 
and using a different toolkit



Applying the two-step method in the workshop

Get Specific Make Things  
Easier 



Creating a 
movement 

not a mandate
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